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*Terms and conditions apply. 
*Actual accessory dependant on model purchased

FREE PAIR OF
TELESCOPIC FLEXIRAILS*

FREE GIFTS
WHEN YOU BUY A SELECTED NEFF OVEN WITH A SLIDE & HIDE® 

*Promotion runs from 1st April 2014 to 31st July 2014.
Available from participating independent retailers.
Ask in-store for more details.

Join the UK’s biggest social media baking community today and share your creativity.* 

bakeityourself @_bakeityourself



The QuickConnect shelf supports 
(Z1701X2) and telescopic rails 
provide stable and flexible cooking 
options.

ONE PAIR OF TELESCOPIC FLEXIRAILS 
when you purchase a selected Neff oven with a Slide&Hide® door.†

QUICKCONNECT SHELF SUPPORTS 
WITH ONE PAIR OF TELESCOPIC RAILS

Scan the QR code 
to find out more about 
telescopic FlexiRails.

when you purchase a selected Neff oven with a Slide&Hide® door.** 

FREE 
OFFER

2

FREE 
OFFER

1

The FlexiRail® (Z1785X3) works 
with the telescopic FlexiRail® 
system so you can tailor your 
own rail and shelf settings.

FREE GIFTS
WHEN YOU BUY A SELECTED NEFF OVEN WITH A SLIDE & HIDE® DOOR

Buy a selected Neff oven 
with a Slide&Hide® door

Buy a selected Neff oven 
with a Slide&Hide® door

FREE QuickConnect shelf 
supports with one pair of 

telescopic rails

FREE pair of telescopic 
FlexiRails

=

=

** Qualifying Neff ovens with a Slide&Hide® door
B45C52N3GB B45E52N3GB
B45M52N3GB B44M42N3GB

† Qualifying Neff ovens with a Slide&Hide® door: 
B46C74N3GB B46E74N3GB
B46E54N3GB B45E54N3GB
B45E74N3GB B45M54N3GB



WHY BUY… 
A Neff oven with a 
Slide&Hide® door?

Stylish and practical, the Slide&Hide® 
oven door is a safety innovation, removing 
the hazard of a hot oven door from the 
kitchen environment. It’s perfect if you’re 
a busy, passionate cook who believes that 
nothing should come between you and 
your oven! 

The door that disappears under 
the oven for easy access and 
maximum space in the kitchen.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. The Neff telescopic rails (Z1785X3 and Z1701X2) are supplied at no additional charge by the participating retailer against the 
purchase of a qualifying Neff oven with a Slide&Hide® door, as listed below.

2. This is a consumer only promotion. Trade, or business to business, orders do not qualify. 

3. Dealer must place the order for the qualifying appliances including the relevant promotional accessory at the same time,via 
Tradeplace OR via Neff Sales Desk by: email mks-neff@bshg.com OR fax: 0844 892 9032. 

4. An on invoice price reduction will be applied against both of the qualifying appliances and promoted item. The promoted item will 
be will therefore be subject to no overall additional charge.

5. If the described claim process is not followed, all items will be invoiced at the normal terms.

6. The dealer supplies the item free to the consumer. 

7. Purchases of graded, seconds, replacements and imperfect products and trade/contract sales are excluded from this Promotion.

8. The Promotion, which commences on 01/04/14 and ends on 31/07/14, is only applicable to qualifying appliances ordered as part 
of a kitchen where the initial deposit and contract to supply the kitchen is made on or between these dates, and with the kitchen 
installation date no later than 31/07/14. 

9. In order to claim the telescopic rails purchasers must place a deposit for, and contractually commit to, the purchase of a Neff 
qualifying oven, as listed above.  

10. The Promoter reserves the right to provide a substitute gift of equivalent or higher value to a purchaser in the event of unavailability 
of the gift.

11. Ask your participating retailer for full promotional Terms & Conditions. 

Slide&Hide® ovens PLUS telescopic rails
B46C74N3GB + Z1785X3 B45M54N3GB + Z1785X3
B46E74N3GB + Z1785X3 B45C52N3GB + Z1701X2
B46E54N3GB + Z1785X3 B45E52N3GB + Z1701X2
B45E54N3GB + Z1785X3 B45M52N3GB + Z1701X2
B45E74N3GB + Z1785X3 B44M42N3GB + Z1701X2
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Neff, a division of 
BSH Home Appliances Ltd. 
Grand Union House 
Old Wolverton Road 
Wolverton 
Milton Keynes 
MK12 5PT 
Company registration no. 01844007 
www.neff.co.uk

www.facebook.com/bakeityourself
www.twitter.com/_bakeityourself

Join the largest online baking community in 
the UK and Europe*

Join in the fun with Bake It Yourself ! Simply packed with ideas, tips and

recipes. Share your baking hints and tips and take part in competitions

to win some great prizes!


